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Short synopsis 

”Will it last?” is a relation drama about a couple with different opinions about the 

government’s restrictions during Corona in Sweden.  

Andreas has prepared a romantic dinner for his girlfriend Lisa. She gets really surprised when 

she comes home. Finally its beautiful weather in Gothenburg and Lisa wants to go out and 

celebrate her best friend’s birthday.  Andres thinks that she is unanswerable and don’t 

understand how serious Corona is.  

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Andreas: - Hello honey! 

 

Lisa: - What is this? 

Andreas: - Here is some vegan sushi made by the master chef himself, me! 

Lisa: - What a surprise. I didn’t know you could make sushi.  

Andreas: - Of course I can. 

Lina: - Have you been out today? 

Andreas: - I ordered it in secret from food.se 

 

Lina: - That’s cheating.  It´s look so lovely.  

Andreas: My plan is for us to have a romantic evening together, just you and me. I also 

bought some wine  

Lina: - You are the best… But I´m …. 

Andreas: - Come in, take of your jacket. 

 



Lisa: But its Lina’s birthday today. She is waiting with some friends for me at “Cheers”. They 

are celebrating her and they really want me to join them.   

Andreas: Why haven’t you told me about this? 

Lisa: - Do you want to join us or what? 

 

Andreas: You know that I don’t want to go out now. 

Lisa: - Exactly! So, I didn’t think it was necessary to tell you. 

Andreas: - I have been cooking food for hours. What a waste of time.  

Lisa: - Ok. But we can eat quickly?  

 

Andreas: - I don’t want to eat quickly. It´s Lina’s birthday, who else will be there?   

Lisa: - Some of her old classmates that just moved here to Gothenburg: Matthias, Erik and 

Ylva. It will be a combination between her friends and mine.  

 

Andreas: - How many? 

Lisa: - Somewhere between 10 and 15 maybe.  

Andreas: - 15 people! 

Lisa: - Don’t worry. They have reserved 4 tables outside.  

Andreas: - Are you kidding me! 

Lisa: - She is turning 30!  That’s something to celebrate.  

Andreas: - What about Corona?  Over 3000 people have died in Sweden. My mother got 

pneumonia two years ago. You know that she could die if she gets it.  

Lisa: - I don’t care if…. 

Andreas: - And you will now go out and meet 15 people. 

 

Lisa: - What does your mother have to do with this? I don’t need to see her. 

Andreas: - But I will. You will come home and infect me with Corona and then I will meet my 

mother… 

 

 



Lisa: - You are giving me this speech every day! I’m tiered of it.  
  

Andreas: - Sometimes I really wonder if you use your brain at all? 

 

Lisa: - I just think it’s important to have some fun sometimes and support the restaurants so 

they don’t go bankrupt. You need to think about the economy.  

 

Andreas: - So you think it´s more important to care about the restaurants and the economy, 

then all the thousands of people whom are dying.  

Lisa: - You are not going to die.  

Andreas: - Well maybe I won’t. But I know other people who will:, my mother for an 

example.  

 

Lisa: - That’s not my fault. It’s her own fucking fault if she gets it.  

Andreas: - Okay. But what if it was your mother who died and it was me whom infected her?  

 

Lisa: - It would never have been your fault and you know that. 

 

Andreas: - Of course it would.  What if I wasn’t careful and went out to a birthday party, 

became drunk and got home and started to infect people. Then I’m the one responsible for 

that and then it’s my fault.  

It’s the same thing when you come home. Then it’s your fault.  

Lisa: - I can’t talk with you when you are acting like this. You have been trapped in your 

bubble way to long now. You can’t even think clear.  

Andreas: - Please, can’t you just stay home. 

Lisa: - I can stay for a while, because you have really made an effort with all this. But then I 

will go out. Don´t worry I promise I will take a shower and wash my cloths. I will disinfect my 

whole body before I come to bed. 

Andreas: - I know how become when you are drunk. 

Lisa: - I thought you accepted me for who I am? 

 

Andreas: - Will you behave like you did last time at the pub? 

 

 



Lisa: - I will not have this discussion again! I wish you had higher thoughts about me.  

Andreas: - When you get drunk you can’t keep your hands to yourself. After that you will 

come home and my mother will die because of that.  

 

Lisa:  - What are you trying to say? 

Andreas: - I’m trying to say that you are not thinking with your brain! You need to be smart 

about all this.  

Lisa: - I’m leaving.  

Andreas: - Ok. So, you just goanna go? Don’t think for one second that you can just come 

home after this and behave like nothing has happened.  

 

Lisa: - Yes, I will come home. Because I also live here… with you.  

 

Andreas: - Ok. But I will… Hey! Where you going?  

 

The end.  


